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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to study the 
Fourier transform in Euclidean K Space
Chapter One develops the properties of the 
Fourier transform of a Lebesque integrable function (L^)
in E, . A theorem is proved that the Fourier transformk _
of an function f is Gauss summable to the function f 
almost everywhere. Under certain conditions "on the 
transform, an integral formula can be obtained for the 
inversion of the Fourier transform.
In Chapter Two, the Plancherel theorem is proved 
by three different methods. The one-dimensional proofs 
due to Bochner, Riesz, and Wiener are extended to E^.
The Parseval relation between two U2 functions'and 
their transforms is also proved.
Chapter Three shows the equivalence of positive 
definite functions, autocorrelation functions of an L2 
function, and bounded, continuous L-, functions with anon
JL
negative transform.
v
FOURIER TRANSFORMS IN EUCLIDEAN K SPACE
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to study the Fourier 
transform in Euclidean K Space. The thesis does not 
attempt to cover all that is known about Fourier 
transforms in E^ .. However, it considers the problems 
of extending many of the basic results of Fourier 
transforms of functions of one variable.
The reader is assumed to be familiar with Lebesgue
v
integration, in particular the convergence theorems due 
to Lebesgue and Fubinis theorem. The reader is 
referred to McShane and Botts [7]* Also the properties 
of the Fourier transform and the Hermite functions of 
a single variable, are assumed known to the reader.
Here the reader is referred to Titchmarsh [123.
The properties of the Fourier transform of a 
Lebesgue integr-able function in are developed in 
Chapter One. Also the composition and convolution 
theorems are proved. The Gauss summability of the 
Fourier transform of f, to the function f, almost 
everywhere, is also proved. From this result, two 
^.theorems giving integral formulae for transform 
inversion, are proved. This development parallels 
that outlined by Bochner and Chanderskaran [1].
In Chapter Two, the one dimensional proofs due to
2
3Bochner, Riesz, and Wiener of the Plancherel theorem 
are extended to E^. From the Plancherel theorem, the 
Parseval relation between two L2 functions and their 
transforms is also proved.
Chapter Three shows the equivalence of positive 
definite functions, autocorrelation functions of an L2
function, and bounded continuous functions with non­
negative transforms. The equivalence of the 
positive definite functions and continuous, bounded 
functions is due to Bochner [2], The relation between 
continuous, bounded, L functions with positive trans-
-L *
form and autocorrelation functions of an L2 function is . 
suggested by Lee and Paupoli. However their work is in 
the one variable case, with some obscurity in the 
hypothesis which is less troublesome in engineering than 
mathematics.
CHAPTER I 
FOURIER TRANSFORMS IN ^(E^.)
Before -we examine the properties of Fourier trans­
forms? we will define some of the terms and concepts 
used throughout the paper.
• Definition 1: E^ will denote Euclidean K Space
and X a point in .E^ , i.e., X = (x^, x Also
we will denote J x^2 + x^2 + ....+ x .^2 by |x| , and
Xlyl + X2V ” + Xkyk by (X-Y).
The characteristic function of a
set A is
1 if x e A
K.(X) =
A 0 if X g A
n A step function in E, is defined
by s(X) = £ a .K. (X) where the a's are real or complex
3=1 1
numbers and the M's are disjoint intervals in E^*
Definition 2: A Lebesgue measurable function f
is said to be a member of L (E^ .) if
II flip = [ Fe I f (X) | oo where dV^ = dx1dx2....dxk-
IlfII is called the L norm of f. The distance between
1 M P P
f and g9 two points in L , is || f-g|| , where || f-g||p
is equal to zero if and only if f = g almost everywhere
(a.e.), that is, f = g everywhere except on a set of v 1 ’ 
measure zero. By considering the class of functions 
equal a.e. as an equivalence class, we find that this
5distance function is a suitable metric.
Note 1: Throughout the paper several well-known
integrals appear and are used in many proofs. The 
following two continuous and bounded functions
 = - -  ri ' —  1 n r n
cW2tT
page 218-19 give rise to these well-known integrals
e a and e~lum ~ ^  d given in Parzen [9]
oo o
—x r~e dx = n/tt and
f e~x + ix^dx =• Jn e i and finally
-oo
U . T) J_ llm .
U->oo 0
See Weiner [13] pages by, 1+8, *+9.
„k~-k+l „
R 2 ,,oo _R 2t2 k_X
Also e t dt = w k>> J e h- y dy
 k
letting R2t2 = y2.
letting ^~ = t,
o-k+1 d. P oo
r(|) Jo'
l > oo
r(|) J
e
0
r(|)
ir = 1.
r<|>
at
We will now define the Fourier transform of an 
function, .say f, by
T(f) = 4>(Y) = f  f(X) el(X’y)d V .
T?
■uk
We shall denote the function and its transform by 
by f(X)^and <£>(Y) respectively or 0^(Y) where confusion 
may otherwise arise. We shall now extend to k-dimensions
6(E^) many of the well-known results of Fourier trans
Property 1: If f(X) G L^(E^), then O(Y) exists
and is hounded by ||f ||^ for all Y G E^*
Property 2: If f(X) 6 L^(E^.), then $(Y) is
uniformly continuous.
Proof: If T = (t., ? t , t, ), then consider1 2 K
where J > 0 and RT = {X | |x.| < J for 3 = 1 ,  2,...k}.
J J
Given £ >0, we can make first integral < ^/2.m Then with 
J fixed we let |T| 0 so the second integral is <^/2.
Hence
|$(Y+T) - $(Y)| < for jT | small.
Prooertv If f, , f 6 L-, (E,_) and c, and c are --- — 1 2 1 K 1 2
scalars, the T(cnf- + c f ) = c-,T(fn) +-c T(f ).
1 1  2 2  1 1  2 2
forms of one real variable.
Proof: Trivial.
(1.1) |$(Y+T) -$(Y)| = I f(X)e
now |ei^ * T -^l| =-[sin2(X*T) + (cos (X91}-1)2 ] *
= [2 - 2cos(X#T ) p1
Hence (1.1) becomes
|<E>(Y+T) - 0(Y)| < 2f|f(X)| |sin[(X*T)^]|dV- ...
. X
.L
k
| f ( x ) |d v x + J* £ It |J  | f (x ) ld v x 
0=1 RJ
7Proof: Immediate since integration is linear*
Property If R is a real number, then
T[f(RX)](Y) = R"kT[f(X)](R"xY)
and
T[f(X)](Y) = T[f(x)](-Y) where 
complex conjugate.
denotes the
Proof: T[f(RX)](Y) = f f (RXje1^ ^
let RX = X = R
Ek
-k f(X)e1 R^ "'"(Y'X) )^y 
Ek
= R-kT[f(X)](R-1Y)
and
T[f(X)](Y) = f  f(X) el(X#Y)dV
Ek
f (X)el(,X" •'dV
E Xk
= T[f(X)](-Y)
Property 5: If f f in. Ln norm then <£>(¥) O(Y)n n
uniformly for all Y 6 Sk'
Proof: By Hypothesis if € > 0, then there exists an
integer N such that for all n > N
f | f  (x) -  f  (X) |dV < £•.
EK
Now let Y 6 and we have
<tn(Y) - <D(Y)| = |
E,
i(X»Y)[f (x) - f(X)]dV 
n a
S I |f (X) - f(X)|dV•-1 ti n x
< £ for all n > N and Y 0 E,
8
Now we are in a position to state and prove a 
'useful theorem*
Theorem 1: (The composition Theorem) If f,g £ L.
and T(f) E 0 and T(g) E ^  then
r
J E
<KY) g(Y)dV = J f(Y)^(Y)dVv.
k
Proof:
Ek
|el(X‘Y)f(X)g(Y)|dV dV
V Ek y
[ |f(X)|.|g(Y)|dV dV = ||f 1^ - ||g I-l < oo
E, “EL k k
Hence we can use the Fubini Theorem
E
0(Y)g(Y)dVy =
k *'k ^k
>i(X'Y)f(X)g(Y)dV dV
x y
i(X*Y)f (X ) (Y )dy dVPA8    r " xk k
E
j^(X)*f (X)dVA
k
At this point it would be advantageous to define 
a special step function which will be used in many 
proofs throughout the paper. Let
9Cl if a. <1 x. ^ b. 
gj^X.j^ ~ I? if *-j ^  [a^, bj] 
Now let
CUA) G(X) = . rr g . (y.)
.i=l J 0
Theorem 2 : (Riemann Lebesgue Lemma) If
f(X) G Lt (Ev ), then lim 0„(Y) = 0.
1 K | YI -*oo
Proof: We shall prqve the theorem holds for step
functions, then extend the result to all L^ functions. 
Let G(X) be as (l.A) and denote T[G(X)] by <KY).
P(Y) = f G(X)el(X*Y)dV,'  ^-n j
Ek
k
= IT
b_.
0 e“ / j  ax, 
J=ra j
Now each of these k individual ..integrals goes to 
zero as the involved -» oo by the Riemann-Lebesgue
tJ
lemma for one variable. p m  -*0 as | Y | ->oo. Hence 
by definition of step functions the conclusion is true 
for them also.
A well-known theorem which states that for each 
Lp function f there exists a sequence of step functions 
converging in L^ norm tof. Thus if £> 0 and f 0 L^
there exists a step function f such that ||f-f I <£. 
Hence by Property 3
Of(Y) = ©f_f (Y) + <Df (Y)
10
and by Property 1
|d> (Y)| < ||f- fJL + |d>- (Y) | < £  + I® (Y)
Therefore lim |$p(Y) < £  + lim !^f (Y)| 
Iy I-^ oo Y *^ oo ^
and since f^(X) is a step function
lim ]<£>« (Y)| = 0 it follows that
Y \ - > o o  i ^ .
lim lO^CY)| < £ for arbitrary€* 
|Y|->oo 1
Hence we have proved the theorem.
The next theorem is important not only as a 
building block for future results, but it is used 
extensively in many areas of applied mathematics*
Theorem 3: (Convultion Theorem) If f, g 6
then their convultion (resultant or faltung) h(X) is
defined as
h(X) = f(X-Y)g(Y)dV = f(Y)g(X-Y)dV 
\  y \
which exists for almost all X, belongs to L-^ and 
T[h(X)] = T[f(X)] • T[g(X)].
Proof: Since f(X) is measureable in X then f(X)
is measureable in X* Y. [We know we have sequence of 
Baire functions converging almost everywhere to f(X) 
and X-Y is measureable in E^ x and a Baire function 
is measureable, McShane and Botts.] To show that h(X)
■C
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11
exists almost everywhere,- let us consider
E
|f(X-Y)| |g(y)|dVx = |g(Y)|
k
E
|f(X)|dV
k
= |g(Y)| iiri]x , an Lx
function* Then it follows that f
E,
if(X-Y)I |g(Y)|dV dV 
E, yk k
exists, so by the Fubini theorem we have the preceding . 
integral equals
|f(X-Y)|•|g(Y)|dV dV which is 
t? y x
k ^k
h(X)|dV . Therefore h(X) G L-, (E ) and"h(X) exixts
X  1  K
for almost all X in Ek'
T[h(X)](Z) = ei(x.z)h(-x)dV
E X  •k
! el(X’Z)f (X-Y)g(Y)dV dVJ
Jk ~k
f(X-Y)e1 Z^(X"Y)-'g(Y)e1 Z^*Y)dV.dy
E, E,k k
y x
E,
g(Y)ei(Z*Y) ff(X-Y)ei[-Z(X"Y):idV dV,x y
let X-Y = T and we obtain
g(Y)ei(Z*Y)f f(T)ei(Z'T)dVdV
E k E k 7
= T[g(Y)](Z)*T[f(T)](Z).
The justification for changing the order
of integration again follows from Fubini*s theorem with
f(X-Y)e1^Z'(X-y)^g(Y)el(Z’Y) replacing f(X-Y)g(Y) in the
earlier argument.
Note 2: If f(X) €• L,(E. )''is such that
f(X) = 7r f.(x.) and f.(x.) 6r L,(-°o,oo)
J J J J
for j = 1, 2, ... k, then 0 «(Y) = tt (y.)
1 3=1 3 0
P  O O
where 0 .(y.) = f . (x.)elxj^j dx.
—  O O  «j «j Jy J j
Also clearly if f(X) has transform OXY) then 
f (X)e^^*^ has transform ®(Y+H) and f(X+H) has trans­
form 0 (Y)e~^ #
An important consideration of many mathematical 
operations is the question of uniqueness. The 'following 
theorem shows that any two functions in having 
the same Fourier transform are equal almost everywhere.
Theorem b : If f (X) €• Li/Ek^ and = then
f(X) = 0 almost everywhere.
Proof: Bochner [l] page 59*
We shall now investigate what extensions the usual 
inversion techniques yield in E^. That is, under what 
conditions is
f(X) = ( 2 T r ) " k f  e“i(X*Y)S>„(Y)dV 
\  7
at a point X in E^.
13
A result which is very useful in one dimension is 
known as the Riemann Localization theorem which states 
that for f £ °°) the inversion of at a point
x depends only on the behavior of f in some neighbor­
hood of x. Bochner [l] states and proves a theorem 
that if f £ L^(-°°,°o), 6 > 0 is some real number and
’ 5 jf(x+t). + f(xrt) _ f(x)|dt <
Jo
R
then f(x) = lim (27r)“1 [ e"i^xO^(y)dy,
R-»oo -R 1
We shall now state and prove.a theorem which 
extends the one dimensional case. Following the proof 
we shall examine the problems in getting a more general 
result without a stronger hypothesis or using a Kernel 
function [summability argument].
Theorem 5: If f(X) £ L-. (E, ) can be written asi. K.
f (X) = It f,(x.) where f.(x.) 6 L-, ( - °°) and if 
j=1 3 3 3 3 1
there exists 5 > 0 such that
( l . C )  f
6
dt ^ < oo,\
for j = 1,2,...k,
then
f(X) = lim — e~
Jr
R»oo (27t)k
where J = {x| ]x .j < R].
tJ
Proof: lira (2tr) ^ ^^«(Y)dV
R-»oo J, 1 -R
lim 7f e“1Xjyj (yi)dyi by Note 
R-*oo j=l V-R 2
= 7T lim e~ix3^3 (y )dy. 
j=l R-^ -oo -R J J J
= f^Cx^) • f (x2 )• • = f(X) by a
theorem for functions of one variable from Bochner [l]
page 9.
The condition l.C is fulfilled if each £. is norm-
J
alized by [f.(x.+0) + f.(x,-0)] that is the average of 
3 J 3 3
f .'s right and left limits at X y
We shall now generalize the hypothesis of the
theorem to the two variable case, in order to-show
the difficulties which arise in extending the theorem.
Let f 8 L,(E ) with transform 0 and let 1 2
R R
S (x, ,x ) = (2tt)~2 \ . I e~i y^lxl*f^2X2 ^ (y-, ,y )dy, dy, 
R 2  ^-RJ -R ± 4
= (27r)"2J'_coi'_00K[-R,R]x[-R,R](y'l,y2)e~i(yiXl+ir2Xa)|t(y1,
which by the composition theorem and Note 1
„ OO . p oo
= (2tr)-2 TtKlfCx.+y-ix +yO dy^y .
— oo1 -OO
l*f
2
^)dy1dy2
Now consider
T[K
1
[-R,R]x[-R,R](yl,y2)l =
R, R ,
R -R
iXly1+ix2y2) dx
1 2
2sini Ryj_ 2sin Ry2
Hence we have
S.CxoX ) = 7r~2 
n 1 2
oo „ oo
f j Sin Ryi . Sin Ry2f.(,y xx .y +x )dy dy
J _ rsrs *r X X 2; 2 X .<—oo — oo y
-  ^ “ 2 
-  IT
0 0 - 0 0  r, OO -  OO . _  . _
r r r + i r i sin Ryi sin Ry2
[J0 J-ooJ-ooJ-oo] ---------  f(n +Xl’ytX2)dyldy;
X 2
letting y = -y in the second integral and adding the 
2 2 »
resulting integrals we get 
oo „ oo
2tt- 2 J sin Ry-j sin Ry2
0 -oo y
and. repeating the above process on the inner integral
we have
oo A oo
(l.D) S„(x, ,x ) = 22tt~z [ I sin Ry^ sin Ry2 y
- x 2 J0 J0 y y *
rf(x1+ylsx2+y2)+f(x1+y1;,x2-y2)+f(x1-y1>x2+y2) 
  -----------------
r(x1-y1»xa-y2 h dv.dv
1  2
Now setting
sx (yi,y2) ^ ^ f(xi+yi»x2+y2)+f(xi_yi»x2+y2)+f(xi+yi'x2-
+f(x1-y1 ,x2-y2) ) A  - f(x1 ,x2 )]
The generalization of the one variable case would
be: If f(xn,x ) £  Ln(E ) and for some 6 > 01 2 1 2
( i  e )  f 6 f  V x ( y ; L , y 2 )
0 0 —  dyidy* < 0 0 t h e n
St,(x ..,x  )•-» f (xn ,x ) as R -> oo#
It JL 2 X  2
Essentially there are two problems. First the 
product of sine functions in (l.D) rules out the use 
of the Riemann Lebesgue Lemma, as in the proof of the 
one variable case since the real part of e^^xl^l+x2^2^
J is (sin x^y^ • sin x2.y2- cos y^xi * cos y2X2 *^
notice the denominator of (l.E) is the product y^*y2»
This makes the integrand undefined for values of y^ 
and y2 where ~ that id w^en either y^ = 0 or
y2 = 0, even though the distance from (0,0) to (y^»y2)
may be large.
Because of these difficulties, we shall use a 
different approach to reach the desired results, namely 
inversion criteria.
Note 3: Let us define a special function g(X) =
e“ £ IX! = |f @-6 x j where £is real and g(X) 0  L-, (E, )
j=l 1 K
17
, _ 2 2 1 - ' 2
since |e“£ 'X ' |dV = £“2 .7r*k. See Note 1.
Ek '
k
Now T[g(X)] = Y) which hy Note 2 ^(Y) = it T.Cy.)
j = l  3 3
. r» 00 . 2 a v . -y , -| 2 __ _ 2
with = e 3 e ^3 3dx^ = ~ v e ^3 •
£  )«-l#L-2 lvf2
3 3
[Note 1]
- oo ’3 £.
^ —t-"” |Y 
Hence ft'(Y) =  -r:----
1and letting R = we have
-|xl2 * ~H21y 12
T[e R ] = Rk^  e
Note bz If f 6 and = we will define
(It.a) SR (X) = (277)"^ 0(Y)e'i(X‘Y)e_R”2 |Y|2dVy.
Ek
Notice SR (X) exists since |<f(Y)| <, and e~R ^
i s  L ^.
Now we will 'show that SR (X) - f(X) can be expressed 
in terms of an integral of a single; variable. By the 
composition theorem, Notes 2 and 3> considering
-i(X-Y) .. . , -R"2|Y|2<±>(Y)e as the transform and e 1 1 'as the
function we get
k -RflzJi
A.b) SD (X) = iF • (277)"^I f(X+Z)e dVn 0 tp '\ ' z>'
\
2 2Now the family of K-dimensional surfaces + Z2 +.. 
= constant covers E^ in such a way that for every
point Z e one and only one surface passes thru Z. 
By making the change of variables Z^ = t*u^ for
k-1
j = 1,2,...,k-1 and Z, = t(l - ]T u.2) with Jacobian
3=1
 £----   r = -y=^ rp=rp===r- and then changing the order
Jl- zru.2
5=1 3
of integration and integrating over the surface of the 
k dimensional sphere o:u^2+u22+.. *+u^ .2 = 1 instead of
the volume of the sphere. We get
7 00 -1+-1R2t2 k-1SR (X) = Rk2“kir" k
0
f (X+tU)dcfudt
where do is the k-1 dimension volume element and O i s  
as above. The above follows directly from Courant [*+] 
Volume II, page 300-303. Also Courant shows that the 
k-\ dimensional volume of tf:wk-l ” "*7k7 w^ere ^ 2^
r(|)
the gamma function.
Now SR(X) - f(X) =
rW  k
„  -R2t2
00 “If k-1e t
0
Rk2-k+l „ 00
r ( | )
O
A _1R2t2 k-lr I
f(X+tU)d<J dt - f(X)
0
tk_1[ J T  f(X+tU)do ]dt - f(X)
k-1 Jo u
Rk
2k-1r(^)
'TOe-""lR2t2tk-1[ ^
0 k-1 "0
f(X+tU)d<Ju]dt -
Rk
- f(X) °° -)+"1R2t24.k-ldt See Note 1.
0
R'k
2k-1r(|)
<• 00 A " 1R2t2Jc-lr 1
0
f  f(X+tU)d<J - f(X)]dt 
wk-l J a u
and letting
Cl.F) gx(t) 1w.k-1 a
f(X+tU)dou - f (X)]
we have
(l.H) SR (X) - f(X) R
2k-1r(|)
r 00 +2
e g (t) dt
0 x
Theorem 6; Let f(X) G ^(E^.) anc*
by (l.F). If H(t) for 0 < t < 00 is bounded and H(t)V 0
as t -» so and if t^H(t) is continuous, bounded, and
decreases monotonely to zero for all t > some tQ, and
H(t) = o(-”-), and H(t) = 0 )  as t •♦oo for some £> 0, 
tK t
then for a fixed X, the condition
t
G (t) = g__(y)dy = o(tk) as|t -* 0X Oq x
implies
Rk
00
g (t)H(Rt)dt = o(l) as R oo,
0
Proof:
x
Rk
0
 ^ v r ^ V p
g„(t)H(Rt)dt = Rk g (t)H(Rt)dt + Rk g (t)H(Rt)dt
x rJ 0 x u
It = Rkf g (t)H(Rt)dt = Rk i 
1 J0 x R 0
gx (f)H(s)ds
and by integrating by parts (See Halmos [5] page 269)
we get
uR
0 ■It 0 Gx (R)d '^H(s)
G„(u) r» uR
= (uR)k —  H(Ru) - R
U
0 Ox(|)daH(-s)
the first part goes to zero as R °o since this takes
It(uR) -* oo for all u > 0. Hence by hypothesis 
(uR)kH(Ru) -> 0 so we have
„ uR
(1.1) I1 = o(l) -
0
Gx(i )RkdsH(s)*
Now since G (t) - o(tk) as t 0 and by definitionA
G (t)
of G (t) we have v(t) = ~ ^r-—  is a continuous function 
x t
with lim v(t) = 0, hence define v(0) = 0. Now let 6 > 0,
t-O
then for all t £ [ ( 0 )  - [t | t < O}] v(t) is bounded
since v is continuous^ Call that bound B^. Now for 
for all t > 6 let us consider
v(t)| =
G (t) 
x
k
JL
.k
r» t
0
f* t
gx (s)ds
t : [ sk-1f (s)ds - 4: f sk_1f(X)ds 
; 0 x tk 0
and B is finite for all X such that |f(X)| < oo and 
2
this holds almost everywhere. Now we can say 
|N(t)| < B = max {B-^ ,B2} hence v(t) is bounded for all
t > 0. Hence
= now re 'ti;irning 'to (1 *1 )
Now let us consider the first integral in the above 
expression.. Where S is some arbitrary constant to be
everywhere, hence by dominated convergence we can pass
o
the limit under the integral and lim ^ = 0 for all
R-*cx>
finite $  and v(0) is zero, hence the first integral 
goes to zero as R oo. Now the second integral
/
fixed later.
V g
For finite S, s is bounded and v(g) is bounded
22
(l.J)
, Ru
S '
skv(|)d H(s)
n S
<
. Ru
B skdgH(s) and
integrating by parts we get the integral (l.J)
= |B(Ru)k*H(Ru) - B-S^HCS) - Bk
Ru k-1H(s)d:
and since H(t) = for some £ > 0, |H(t) <
t t
for all t > t and S will be > t 9 hence we can say ~ o  o
(l.J)
< |B(Ru)k* H(Ru) - B-S^CS) - kC
Ru k-1 -(k+e)
S S
S
dis
= |B(Ru)k- H(Ru) - B*SkH(S) - ^§(
which can be made as small as we wish by choosing S 
large since ^  is monotone and S^lKS) also can be made 
as small as necessary for S large. Hence we can say 
1^ = o(l) as R ** oo.
Now we shall examine 
„ oo
u 
oo
hK-1rf
X
g (t)RkH(Rt)dtA
tk [ „(t) - f(X)] R^CRtJdt
u
„ oo 
u
tk-1RkH(Rt)f (t)dt - f  tk-1f(X)RkH(Rt)dt 
x u
= I2 1 “ ^2 2 sa^ an(^
I Ip 11 = I f °°tk-1 S i m  f t(xrtz)a, atl
e ’ 1 Ju Wk-1 jO Z ,
and by the monotoneity of H(t) we have
II2 *
Wk-l(u)
k
OO( u f o ^ h c r u ) r  m . k - 1
u
f(X+tZ)dO dt!
f(X+Y)dV over
«7
but that integral is the integral 
E^ . - J where J is the k-dimensional sphere of radius 
u and center at the origin hence we have
■2,1
(uR)kH(Ru)
wk-l(u)
k f||j and letting R •* oo by the
monotoneity of AlCt) for t > tQ 1^2 l^  = as R ** <»•
And for 
\ 12 , 2 [
* °° 
u
tk-1RkH(Rt)f(X)dt|
= |f(X)
oo
tk_1RkH(Rt)dt
u
and by letting Rt = s, we have
» OO
ll2 2I = If 001
uR
sk-1H(s)ds
And by hypothesis H(s) = 0(- 1 'y) for £ > 0 which implies
s
C
there exists C, a constant, such that |H(s)| < m\ + £ , «
Hence
2k
° o  ° °
U 2 2 I = | f (X ) |J  sk_1 ds = |f.(X)|J - ^ d s
uR s uR s
= o(l) as R ■* oo.
vr 00
Hence R g (t)H(Rt)dt = o(l) as R 00.
0 x
Now using Theorem 6 and formula (1#H) in Note b  
we shall prove that the Fourier transform of every 
function f is Gauss-Summable to f almost everywhere#
In other words, we have
Theorem 7: If f 6 and ^as transform O(Y),
then
lim (27r)~k [ <I>(Y)e~l(X'Y)e_R ^ ^ d V  = F(X)
R-*oo " y
almost everywhere# .^2
Proof: H(t) = -r'l— e satisfies all the2k-lr(|)
' , 1 -
hypothesis on H in Theorem 6. |H(t)| < i
H(t) decreases montonicly to zero, for all t »  JTk. t^ 
H(t) goes to zero,
_t2
H(t) = 2-k+1( r ( | ) ) -1e = o(tk ) a s  t *00
and H(t) = Of-^g) for any finite O  0 as t -* 00. Now 
in order to apply Theorem 6 we must show that for all
r t  v
f(X) e  L, GEL); G ( t )  = gv (y)dy = o f t  ) as t  ■♦ooa.e.
i. Jv X q  X
where g (y) is as in (l.F).
X
Consider
t-kG (t) = t"k f gv (y)dy 
x x
= t"k f tyk"1[t7i -  I  f(X+yZ)dd - f(X)]dy
J0 Wk-1 Jd z
t k-1
tkwk-l
y -f [f(X+yZ) - F(X)]dd dy 
0 Jd z
t
= k * V L yk_1J Cf(X+yZ) f(x)]dazdy
d z
where V is the k-dimensional volume of a sphere with
radius t. Now if t 0 monotonely and V is the
n n
volume of the k-dimensional sphere with radius tn> 
centered at X, then
lim t "kG (t ) = I lim ^  J gk_1J [f(X+yZ) - f(X)]dd dy 
t^ 0 n x n k t -0 vn 0 • d z
« - n
=■ — lim f  [f(X+Y) -f(X)]dV 
K n- o^o v y
' ' ’n
= i • o = 0  a.e.
Thus lim t“kG (t) = 0 a.e. 
t-»0 x
The limit in the above is zero a.e. by an adapta­
tion from k-dimensional cubes to k-dimensional spheres 
of a Theorem in McShane and Botts [7] page 189*
Now we are ready to prove two theorems concerning
inversion of a Fourier transform for ^(E^.)*
Theorem 8: If f(X) e I^CE^) and T(f) = <P(Y) e I^ CE^ .),
then
f(X) = (27r)-k 4>(T)e~i(X’Y)dV. a.e.
Ek
Proof: (2rr)_k sup|0(Y)e-i(X.Y)e-R“z |Y|2dV
Ek R
= (2ir)"k |4>(Y)|dV < oo since 4> e L.
j m y JLE
.*• By the dominated convergence Theorem and Theorem 7
f(X) = lim (2tt) 
R-*oo
-k 0 (Y)e-i(X’Y V I Y l2ir2dV
Ek
= (2tt)"”k f lim^>(Y)e-i(X-Y)e-lY l R
2-o-2
dV
E, R->oo 
k
= (2?r) -k
E
<!>(Y)e"(X*Y)dV a.e.
k
Theorem 9: If f(X) e ^(E.), | f (X) | < M and the
transform of f(X), <E>(Y) > 0, then O'(Y) 6 ^(E^) an(*
f(X) = (27r)“k r <D(Y)e“i(X'Y)dV a.e.
E, y
Proof: In Note V, we have the forms ^#a and *f.b
for C2tt)—k f 0 (Y)e-1(X-Y)e-ly l2R"2
E.
dVy = SR (X)
using **.b we have
k x -R2IZl2
| SR CX) I = J (ir)2.(27rrzkRk f f(X+Z)e ^ dV
Rk
which letting RZ = Y and taking the absolute values
under the integral yields
L - 1Y | 2
^ i -P (Y-i-iv ^ I £Sp(X)| < 2 *V ** f X+§Y) e ^ dV
E y
k
=1*11
< M2“ C^7r’’:*'^: e dV
\  y
= M by Note 1, 
Hence we have
Sr (0)| < M but from form (^ f.a) S^(0) =
-|Y|2 
-kn 'oi'(27r)~*- 3>(Y)e R< dV < M
Ek y
'd # -and by Property 1 O(Y) is bounded and we have e
integrable by dominated convergence
2
-kM > lim (2jr)~* cD(Y)e R' dV 
R->oo y
= ( 2 7 r ) _ k f  4>(Y)dV but 4 > ( Y )  >  0
\  r
hence |<p (Y) | = $(Y). This means $(Y) e ^ ( E ^ .  Now
by applying Theorem 8, the inversion holds a.e*
Corollary: If ®£.(Y) is a transform as in the
hypothesis of Theorem 8 or 9> then if f(X) 6 (E^) is
28
continuous the inversion holds everywhere* Moreover, 
if f is continuous at some point X, in then the
' i \ \ \ \ \
inversion holds at X^.
Proof: Consider
f0(X) = (2ir)_kJ ^(Y)e_i(X'Y)dV
Ek
where f 6 is as in Theorem 8 or 9* Then we have 
fq(X) = f(X) a.e. By Property 2 fQ(X) is uniformly 
continuous. Therefore if f(X) is continuous at X^, 
then for £ > 0, there exists 6-^ > 0 such that’
-'if(X) - f(Xj_)| < §  whenever |X - X11 < 6^ . And by the 
continuity of fg(X) we know that there exists > 0
such that |fQ(X) -fQ(X1)| < | for |X —Xx | < 6 .. If we
/
choose 6 = min 
*
If(xx) - f0(x1 )| < | f (x1 ) - f ( x ' ) | + | f ( x ’ ) -  f0(x ' ) | ;
+ |f0(X') - fQ (X^)| where
X* is a point in the 6 neighborhood of X^ such that 
f(X') = fQ(X»). We know such a point exists since 
f(X) = f^(X) a.e. and-the measure of any 6 > 0 neigh­
borhood is not zero. Hence
| f ( x1) -  (xx)| < | f ( x1) -  f ( x ' ) M f ( x ' )  -  f ^ x - p i
and since G >  0 is arbitrary f(X^) = f^CX^).
Note 5: Denote f(x.j + h^, X2+^2,*#*, xk+*1lc^  ^  f(X+H)
or f^ and let f(X) €• ^(E^)* That is
I f 11!= [J |f(x )|dVx] = A < oo 
Ek
hence | fh'lljL ^ [J If(X+H)|dVx] = A < 00.
Ek
We shall let w«H) = || f(X)-f( X + H ) 1^= J | f ( X ) - f ( X + H ) | d V x .
E-
Now consider w(-H) = |f(X) - f(X-H)|dV and letting
E, xk
X = Y+H we have
w(-H) = |-f(Y) + f(Y+H)|dV- = w ( H )
k 7
hence w(H) is even and clearly w(H) > 0*
Therefore
0 < w(H) = || f - fh!l3 < I f 1^ + I fjlj. = 2A < oo
by Minkowski inequality hence 0 < w(H) < 2A. Now, 
consider
w(H,+H ) = f  |f(X) - f  ( X + H , + H  )|dV
X 2 «r* X 2 X
Ek
and letting X = Y 
w(hi+h2 ) =  f  | f (Y-H., ) - f (Y) + f (Y) - f (Y+H_ ) | dV,
Ek .  1 2 y
30
Ek
if(Y) ^f(Y-Hx)|dV +J | f (Y) -f(Y+H2)|dV 
"" Ek
= wC-H. ) + w(H ) = w(H, ) + w(H )1 2 1 2
and clearly v(0) = 0 since f |0|dV = 0.
TTI X
Ek
Theorem 10: lim w(Ii) = 0 where w(H) is as in Note 
| H | -»0
and |H| is given in Definition 1.
Proof: Let G(X) be the function defined by (l.A).
Let A = [a^b.^] x £a2>b2] x ... x [a^b^] and
A =
w,
 [a1+h1^ 1+h1] x [...] x then
(H) = J |G(X+H) - G(X)|dVx = 2j |G(X)|dVx - 2
k
av.
AHA' x
k
= 2 (| G IU - 2 n (b -a -h )
j=l J 2 3
k k
= 2[ tr (b.-a.) - n (b.-a.-h,)] *♦ 0
3=L 3=1 3 3 A
as |H| -* 0. That is, if £>  0, then there exists b' > 0 
such that for all | H|. < wG (H) < Hence the result 
holds for characteristic functions. And since
+f. (H) = |f. (X) + f (X) - f- (X+H) - r  (X+H)|dV
1 2 E, 2 1 2 X
<
E
fx(X) - f1(x+H)|dVx +
k
f2(X) - f2(X+H)|dVx
= w- (H) + w. (H), the result holds for step
31
functions, since step functions are linear combinations 
of characteristic functions. Now let f(X) 6 L^CE^) and
let {fn} be a sequence of step functions such that 
f •— » f as n 4 oo, Then
n
w (H) = J |f(X) - f(X+H)|dV^
Ek
|f(X) - f (X) - f(X+H) + f (X+H) + f (X) ™ n n n
Ek
-f (X+H)IdV n ' x
|f(X) - f (X)[dV + f |f(X) - f (X+H)|dV +
E, n x
k k
E n n x
+ |f(X+H) - f (X+H)|dV
Ek
2 | f - f .|L + w . (H) and since f ■—?— ► f if £> 0, n j. i n ijnn 1
for sufficiently large n 2 ||f - f^H^ < 2 and there
exists 6 > 0 such that for all |H| < 5 w « (H) < ^
n
Hence Wr.(H) < o + o =€• So lim w«(H) = 0 for 
f 2 2  | H | -*0 f
all f(X) e Lx(Ek).
Theorem 11: If f(X), g(X) are Hounded functions
then
h(X) = f  f(X+Y)iTYTdVr = f  f (X-Y )gT-*YjdV 
k 7 Ek 7
exists for all X 6 and h(X) is bounded, uniformly 
continuous and ^(E^.)*
Proof: Since g is bounded |g(X)| < M for some real
M. Clearly then h(X) exists for all X. By letting 
Y = -Y the second integral follows from the first. And
|h(X)| = i f  f(X+Y)gTTTdVj < f  | f (X+Y) | |gT7T|dV,
T? y 17. ) y
|f(X+Y)|dV = M* | f | _ < 00, so h i s  bounded,
ip y  1
Ek.
Now
|h(X) - h(X+T)| < f  |f(X+Y) - f(X+Y+T)||g(Y)|dV
"Ek 7
< M f  |f(X+Y) -f(X+Y+T)|dV 
E 7
and letting X+Y =*? Y we have |h(X) - h(X+T) | <; w^(T)»M 
and by the previous theorem w^(T) -> 0 as |T| ■* 0. There­
fore h(X) is uniformly continuous since is 6 > 0 there 
exist 6 > 0 such that w^(T) < jj. And the 6 depends on
f not the point X. So |h(X) -h(X+T)| < £ for all X 6
when |T| < 6.
Consider
E
h(X) dV = | f(X+Y)g(Y)dVjdV
X- TT y
k k Ek
<
Ek JJk
| f (X+Y) | |g(Y)| dV dV and by the 
K  7
Fubini Theorem
33
|f(X+Y)IlilYlldVdV
V Ek y
I g 111* 11 ^  II1 < °° hence Li^Ek^
The following two theorems give us a kind of 
Parseval relation for bounded L^functions which will
be used in Chapter 2 since bounded L-^  functions are L,
Theorem 12: If f(X) a bounded function, then
E
f(X)|2dV = (2w)mA
-k
k
|0(Y) | 2dV < oo. 
E, y
Proof: Since f is bounded, there exists a real
number M > 0 with |f(X)| < M for all X e Ek> Hence
E
f (X) | 2dV < M f | f (X) | dV = M» || f | 1 <00
X  -r-t X  X
k E
that is f £ L (E, ) also. Now consider 2 k
h(X) = f (X+Y) f (Y)dV = f (X-Y )fT-YTdV
y JE ii yEk k<
now let g(Y) = f(-Y) and by the convolution Theorem and 
Property *+
T[h(X)](Y) = < M Y)*T[g][T] = ^ ( Y ) * O y 7  = |0(Y) | 2
> 0
and by the previous theorem h(X) is a continuous 
function. Applying the corollary; to Theorem we have
3^
h(X) = f  f(X+Y)fTYTdV = ( 2 7 r ) ’ k f |^(Y) 12e~i X^#Y)
E, y
dV
k k
everywhere. Now let X = (0,0,0,...0) and we have
if(Y)|2dV = ( 2 7 r ) " k f  | 0  (Y)|2dV .
Ek ^ Ek 7
Theorem 13: If f,g are bounded functions, then
f(X)gIxTdVx = (2Tr)"kJEi <DCY)i5TY)dV
Ek k
where T(f) = 0 and T(g) = f.
Proof: By Theorem II f |<$(Y)|2dV < oo»and
E, 7k
%
| y*(Y) | 2dV < oo, hence by the Schwarz inequality 
‘Ek y
f 10 (Y)J^ (Y) | dV exists and by Theorem 11 -
E 7k
*
h(X) = f(X+Y)gTY)dV is continuous, bounded and Ln• 
\  y
So by Theorem 8
h(X) = " f  (X+Y) gTYjd V = (2Tr)“k f <6(Y)j^TSe"l(X’Y)dV 
k y JEk J
Now let X = (0,0,...0) and we have
-kf (Y)g (Y)dV = (2n)~ <J>(Yy^Y7dVO T-l V T-»
Ek 7 .”Ek
y
Theorem 1*+: If f 6 L^E^) and ^ then
h.1
T[f(X)(2 r- = - A
5
)] (l.K)
where H = {0,0,...0,h . ,0...0}. (l.K) holds by Note 2.
J
j
i(X*H.) . ix
(S_____ .1 - ± \ = -PfY\ H *  (§.__
Denote by T[fY (X)]. Now f (X)— -"»ix.f(X) for all x.n^  n^  j j
o ihi i
since lim f(X)(£ u  ^■— ) = f(X) lim (-— I ■)
h .->0
J
h.
3 h .->0J
= ix.f(X) and
i(X-Hj) , i(x-jh-i) .
|f(X)(S---r - 1-)| < | f (X) | S 3 •3 “J- < |x* | |f (X)|
i J J
which is H^(E^) ^  kyP°“Hesis. Hence by dominated 
convergence
i (X*H.)
lim
h .-*0
J
E'k
f(x)[e h _ -1 -1 - ixj]|dVx
= J lim |f(X)|
Ek V °
e1(X>HP - l  . 
h. " lxj
3
dV
X
= 0 hence f^ -* ix.f(X) in norm. Hence, by
3 ^
Property 5 [^f, (x )3 -* T[ix.f(X)] uniformly as h.**0.
hj j j
Then since the transform exists for all y^
9<I>f(Y) = 0. f(Y) ^ 1A • 1
a y a - j
by (l.K) and the definition of a partial derivative. 
Bochner, in his book on Fourier Integrals [2]
proves another type of inversion theorem for ^(E^)
1 -
which we shall state without proof*
\
Theorem A : If f(X) e ^(E^) is continuous, f(X)-K)
as | X| -*oo, and
— 37“ exists, is L, (E. ) and continuous, then 
1 2 *" k
f (X) = (27r)”k <& (Y)e~i X^ ’^ d V y  where the integral
is to be taken as a Cauchy principal value. That is 
let N = §X| |x.| < n. where the n.'s are natural numbers}
i j J J
and we have
f(X) = lim (27r)"kJ e_1(X'Y V.(Y)dV
■ n,n *.n,-»oo n ^
JL" - 2 .  iC
Proof: Bochner [2] pages 2*+9-255.
This theorem gives the type of result which is *
 ^ 1 
analogous to the usual inversion theorem for functions
of one variable*
CHAPTER II
L AND THE, PLANCHEREL THEOREM 
2
When considering Fourier transforms in L , we find2.
that for an arbitrary function f the transform as 
defined in Chapter 1 may not even exist* The reason 
for this statement is the fact that although f €: L2, 
f may not be a member of L-^ , hence the transform would 
not exist* However, the existence of an inner product 
in L2, along with the properties of the distance [norm] 
function for L2 [Definition 2] makes L2 a Hilbert Space* 
This inner product of two functions f,g 
defined by
by the Schwarz inequality* For all f,g 6 the
inner product also has the following properties
(g) <f>g> is a continuous function of
Proofs: See Stone [11] pages 3-5* and pages 23-32*
Definition 3: If S1 and S2 are two subsets of
(a) <f,g> = J f(x).gTxTdv. which exists and is finite
(b) <g,f> = <f,g>
(c) <f,f> = ||f||22
(d) <f,ag> = a<f,g> where a is a scalar
(e) < f ,g 1+g2> = < f ,g 1> + <f»g2>
( f )  |<f,g>| < II f  II 2* II Sll 2
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a linear transformation (operator)^ is a function with 
domain S-^ ’and range S such that if f,g £ and a,p are
complex numbers then^ '(af+pg) = af(f) + ^(g). ^  is
called isometric if for all f,g €■ S^, = <f,g>*
pi is called unitary if the domain and range are the
same and
Two standard theorems on linear operators on the 
Hilbert Space L2 are stated without proof. The proofs 
follow from two theorems in Stone [11] page 57 and 76, 
which are more general in scope. However for our 
- purposes these will be sufficient. "
1 \ \ \ V \
Theorem B: L e t b e  a linear operator defined
on a linearly dense set^Ttln L2 (linear combinations
of the elements of S are dense in L ) with
2
\  W 4 ) f> = for a11 f in s* Then has "a unique
extension to an isometric linear operator ft- with domain 
L2 and on S ft^  = ft.
Theorem C: If ff is an isometric linear operator
with domain L2, then ft is a 1 to 1 function and its 
grange is closed. If the range off? is dense in L2, then 
the range is L2 and ft is unitary and has an inverse/^ ~^ 
which is a unitary operator.
The theorem of major significance in the study of 
the Fourier transform in- L (E, ) is that of Plancherel*2 K
We shall prove the theorem by three methods*
Theorem 15: (Plancherel) The set S C L which
are Fourier transforms of functions in L-.nL is densel 2
in L2 and the operator defined on L^ flL2 with range 
S by
^ 0 (f)(Y) = (2tt) *J f(X)el(X-Y)dV
Ek
has a unique extension to a unitary operator J7 with
domain and range L .
2
Proof Is This proof is outlined in Bochner and
Chandrasekharan [l]. However we shall reproduce it
*
here with some addition in order to give a .clear 
picture of some of the methods of proof of the impor­
tant theorem*
Let £ > 0 and
r
if 0, then y^ <
if 1, a i T
®afb. (y0
y 4_a +^ £ 
if J J—  » a.-£.< y, < a, £ 0 0 0
' b i+£-yi ^if _i_ 1 , b, < y, < b,+ ££ 0 0 0
if i
and b.> a.* Now let
J «J
£ , kO (Y) = it $ h (y.). 
a’b 3=1 3 3 3
G
Clearly O K is a bounded continuous function in a, d
L,n L and the class of R determined by linear combina- 1 2 *
' £
tions of functions of the 'form $ ^ is dense in I* • ^
i 9
since its closure contains the step functions which are
dense in Lg .
We now define
■ f* ■«> » <ao'*f t ‘ (Y)e"i(X‘Y)dVa,b J™ a,b y
k
£
ithen f , is again a bounded continuous function belong- a, d
t
.ing to L., hence L . To show f , is L, from Note 2 it 1 2 a, D JL
is sufficient to show that
r 00 -i
= I 4>„ h (yJx" x 3y 3dy, is L. (-00,00)
3 •* — oo aj 3 3 J J-
integrating by parts we have
f!(x.) = 4>* v (y.) £— ri-i - f  * 4)'* (y,)l— rl-idy- - - u VJ\i -ix. _ , ^ a_.b '•M' -ix4 J3 3 a 3b 3 ~ 3 “3 “3 3 ’•‘•"j
1 r.-ia.Xj '"'>-ia.xJ, ife.Vj -ib.x., .-iCx., . = f T T  Le j 3 - e o je 'j - e a ae . a +
3
: -ib.XjT+ e 3 3]
£  "and since f.vx.) is a transform it is bounded, so on
J 3
any finite interval [-N.» N.] f ,(x.) is integrable and
J J J J
outside that interval from above we have
f.(x,)| < £r~2 which is integrable hence
j a 3
hence f.(x.) £  L-, (-°° > 00 ) •
And by Theorem 8, and the corollary
$ ^  -u (Y) = (2tr) 2 f/ , (X)ei X^ *Y ^dV everywhere
*- TJ» O' » D Xa,b
Ek
Now let S be the set of bounded functions in Lnn LJL 2
and define the linear operator^^-T^ on S by 
^ ( f X Y )  = ( 2 ^ ' ^ !  f (X)ei(X*Y)dV
O 0 t. X
k
S is dense in L since S contains the step functions.
And by Theorem 12 for all f 0 S
E,
f(X)|2dVx = J |/2T0(f)(Y)|2dV
E yk k
That is is isometric on a linearly dense subset
o f  L • Hence by Theorem B has a unique extension to
an isometric linear operator^ with domain L2* And
therefore by Theorem C / J  is a one to one function and 
its range is closed. On S, , then $  has R as a
subset of its range and R is dense in L2* Hence by
Theorem C againp  is unitary with domain and range La*
And there exists an inverse which is also unitary
Proof 2; This proof is a k-dimensional adapta­
tion of the one variable proof due to F. Riesz given
b2
in Titchmarsh [12], We define the o p e r a t o r o n  L-jTl L, 
a dense subset of L2, by the equation
^ ( f X Y )  = F(Y) = (2rr)“^kJ f(X)ei(X‘Y)dVx
E,
For any real 6 f  0 we have 
—6 2 I YI 2
( 2 - A )  f  e  *  | F ( Y ) | 2 d V  =
Ek 7
2 I v  I 2
= (27r)-kf T(Z)e-i(Y-Z).
J T? TP TP
k k k
dV dV dV z u y
-6 Y
= (2tr)-kJ f(U)J fTzTj e ° **' 1 CU-Z)]
Ek “Ek ~Ek
•dV dV dV
- y Z U 2 1 lO-6zlYl2
by the Fubini Theorem since f 0 Ln and e 2 is
JL •- /
integrable. Now integrating the inner integral we get
( 2 - B ) -|&2 |Y|2
E,
|F(Y)|2dV =
= 6-k(27r)-ikJ f(U)J f(Z)e“6 2 I-&_22-1|U-Z|2
Ek "Ek
dV dV 
Z u
and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on the integral
I TJ_Z I 2
on the right in (2-B) we have letting A = —11^2
i j  J f(U)*T(Z)e2AdVzdVu | =|
Ek Ek Ek Ek
f(U)e .ftz7eAdV dV |z u
1 i< [ f  J |f(U)|2e2AdV dV ]? [f  J |f(Z)|2e2AdV dV ]
•Jti “ p  , Z U  -n 0 "'i iUA \ V 's* k Ek Ek Ek
■  4  4 1Ek Ek
f(U)|2e2^dVzdV^ and letting T = U - Z, we have
E
f(U)*fTz)e2AdV dV | < |f(U)|
E, E,k k E,
e 5 dVtdVu
= 6k (27r)l ||f j|22
hence substituting this result in 2-B we have
e-i&2 ly !2|F (Y)|2dV < | f|| 2.
V 2Ek
And by Property 1, .Chapter I |F(Y)|2 < (27r)~k | f || ^  .
Also notice that if 6 > 6,
j ^
e-£6 2 |Y|2 |p ( Y ) |2 > e-i&02 ly |2 |F (y) | 2..
hence if we pick any sequence of 6 fs •••} going
to zero by the monotone convergence.theorem,we have
lim f e"*62lY b|F(Y)|2dVy = [ |F(Y)|2dV
n-*°° Ek Efe y
moreover since this holds for every. sequence {& we 
have
(2-C) lim J e"«62|Y|2|F(Y)|2dVv = L  |F(Y)|2dV 
6-0 E,_ y JEk y
Hence F(Y) £ L • Now from (2-B)-we have z
by letting T = Z-U. We again apply the Fubini theorem 
and we have
(2-D) J |F(Y)|2e-i&2'Y l2dV = 6-k (27r )* ^ J  e ^  QCT)dV^
Ek Ek
where
G(T) = f(U)f(U+T)dV ; G(T) is bounded by the
k
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality since f 6 L . And G(T) is 
continuous since
|G(T+H)-G(T)| = | f(U)[f(U+T+H)-f(U+T)]dVj
k
< I f I 2 I f(U+T+H)-f(U+T) ||2 < £
since by a well-known theorem || f(U+T+H)-f(U+T)fl2 goes
to zero as |H|-*0.
Now using (2-C) and (2-D) we have
|F(Y)|2dV = lim I*. e-i&2lX l2 |F(Y)|2dV 
Ek y 6-0 JEk 7
= lim
i
d"k (2ir)"zke 6 0 ( T) dV.
Ek
Now let rT = Y, then
|F(Y) 12dV = lim f (2ir)“*kG(6T)dV
Ek y 6-0 JEk
* If?
.The integrand on the right is dominated by g(Y) =
_ l\ Y 1 2
e-^i-H m, where M i s  the bound of G>l g(Y) is1 integrable
li :
hence by dominated convergence H
|F(X) 12dV = f lim e“ 2lY l2(27r)“^kG(6Y)dV„
\  X 6"0 - y
= (2tt)“X ( 0)[ e ' ^ X v
k y
= G(0) = f |f(X)|2dV .
V
Therefore isometric on L.0 L • Hencfe byr U 1 2
Theorem B ^ 0 has a unique extension to an isometric 
operator with domain L and range a closed.subset 
of L2. Now we will show that the range o f ^  is dense# 
So, let us define the operator^ 1 on L^H L2 by
T'(f)(Y) = (2n)-^k l f(X)e_i(X,Y)dV .
>  ^  J\  Y
By an argument similiar to that we used on/^0> we
know that A 1 has a unique extension to an isometric
linear operator^ with domain L2 and range a closed
subset of L . If N = {x| |x.| n for J = l,2...k} and2 j
I = [x|  |x. | < 1 for j = l,2...k}, then
J
/3[Kt(X)](Y) = (2ir)“ik w elyJ-e ly3 
I 1 j=l Yj
k
= it- h,(x.)# 
i=i 3 3
k
Now let gN (Y) = ( n h.. (x.) ^ ( Y )
j 1
then lim gM (Y) = [Kt(X)](Y) in the L sense and
; n-oo N I 2
g^(Y) G Lxn L2# Since^ Jjf^  is a unique extension
X ^ (Ki (X)))(Z) = l i m ^ | ( g N(Y)j(Z)
Now if lim , 9 (g„(Y))(Z) = f(Z) a.e. then
n->oo 1
f(Z) = X ^ K I(X))(Y)](Z) a.e.
9 * (g (Y)) (Z) = f TT hi(yi)e"iy3zjdV = IT J h.(y.)er*l N Jj, 3=1 J 3 y 3 3
k
= TT R .. r
3=1 3N
Now
k k
(2-E) l i m ^  1 (gN (Y)) (Z) = lim w R „(Z .) = tt lim R 
n^oo n-»oo i=i J J i =1 n-*oo
Now let us evaluate one of these k products#
= 2^7rj-lJ n eos[y^(l-Zj)]+isin[yj(l-Zj)]-
— cosUy (1+z.)]+sin[y.(l+z .)] 
 2---- 3-------- 2---- 1 _  [Jdy^
>6
“^ z^dy^
3N#
cosy.(l±z.)
but the cosine terms can be dropped since ----^
i
siny.(l±z.)
is an odd function and since  ^ i- is even we have
y;j
R . J z J  = (2tt)-1
r n sin[y.(l-z.)] + sin[y,(l+z.)]
. . . .    J 0  ^ H v
3 * ' 3 '  J_n ------------- 5Tj-------------------- Y i
and if | 1 > 1»RjN(z^) is zero since for these values 
the integrand is odd- So for |z,| < 1 we have, since
J
the integrand is even,
r (7 ) - I f n sin[y.(l-z.) ]+sin[y.(l+z )]
R3NtSB3y - 7 r J 0 --------3----------------  3-—  X
3
9
Now if |z.| =1, one of the two sine functions is 
zero and using the well-known fact that
lim f n -S-isSt dt = E 
n»oo 0
we have lim R.N(z.) = p and if |z.|,< 1 we have the sum 
n-*.oo  ^ ^
of two such integrals so for these z*s, lim R.^Cz.) =1.
J n->oo J
i
Now using (2-E) and the above we have
■ 0 if Z is such that for one j 
|zJ > 1.
d
lim .1'(g„(Y))(Z) = „k if Z e {Z\ |zj=l, j=l,2...k} 
 n->oo J
1 if Z 6; {Z| |zj<l, 3=1,2. ..k}
That is
= KjCZ) a.e. or
^ 1I^(KI(X))(Y)](Z) = Kj(Z) a.e.
By a similiar a r g u m e n t [ K j ]  = a.e, 
Let J?be the class of L functions such that
^ l(*> = f a.e. by the above K^(Z) Now let
f e L (E, ) and (f } — ■» f with 6- LnH L for all n, 
2 k n L n 1 2
2
also let R be a real number, not zero.
Consider
^(f(RX)(Y) = lim^0[fn (RX)](Y)
n->ob
— k f-D-v\'_i(X*Y)
u (2n-* 00
and letting RX = X we have the above equals
R " k  l.i.m. ( 2 7 r ) “ i k f  f X e ^ ' l W  „ . «p n xn-+ 00 - k
—k Y
R r [ f(X)](p); the same relation clearly
holds for^f^.
And by a similiar argument
^7( f(X+H))(Y) = e-1 H^ *^7(f(X))(y) 
and /^ 1(e_i(Y'H)f(Y))(X) = ^ ( f  (Y)) (X+H)
Now let f then
^ 1(/7(f(RX))(Y))(Z) =^71(R“^fr(X)(|))(Z)
**■9
= R'V^CtfCFtt)) (Y)) (RZ) 
= f(RZ)
and
(^ 1 ^f(f(X+H) )(Y))(Z) =/i/1(e-1(H,:!C) (f (X)) (Y) ) (Z)
=<^ 1 (^(f(X))(Y))(Z+H) = f(Z+H)
Hence f(RX)-> f(X+H) Hence this relation holds
for all characteristic functions defined on k-dimensional 
cubes centered at the origin and translations of these 
cubes in E^. By the-linearity of and this relation 
also holds for all step functions defined on »such cubes* 
These step functions are dense in L , hence the range
Proof 3: This proof is a generalization of a
proof due to Weiner using the Hermite functions*
2
Theorem is proved.
"bhDefinition The single variable n—  degree
Hermite polynomial is defined as
2
Hn (x) = (-1) e
And the n—  function for one variable -
And by normalizing this function we get the Usual
4“ h
single variable n—  Hermite function
as shown in Titchmarsh [12]
2
\
these functions are Lnn L , or-thonormal, and the set of1 2   ..
linear combinations of these functions is dense in L .
2
/
/
We shall now define the k-variable Hermite function,
single variable Hermite functions.
Obviously be the definition and the properties of
single variable Hermite functions, these k-dimensional
Hermite functions are L-0 L and orthonormal. Now we1 2
will show that the set of linear combinations *of these
k-dimensional Hermite functions is dense in L (EL ).2 k
Let I be an interval in that is 
I = [a.1,b1] x [a2,bz1 x...x[ak,bk] = Ix x I2 x...x Ik.
Let £> 0. Since linear combinations of the one
dimensional Hermite functions are dense in L (-00,00.),V S '  2fJ \
O denote that linear combination of one dimensional 
n5
Hermite functions such that in L (-00,00)2
ft (X) = ir (x.) where the ft 's are
3=1 i 3 3
where k is the
dimension of the space and
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and
M,_ = 2k_1 i^r1 | 3> ||2
3=1 n 3 2
‘k
Now for any a,b,c, and d real or complex numbers
|ab-cd|2 = |ab-ad+ad-cd|2
< (|a||b-d|+ |d||a-c|)2
< 2 |a|2|b-d|2+2 |d|2|a-c|2
k
Consider KT(X) = t t  Kt (x-. ) and its associated
1=1 1
nln2 * * #nk
(X) = 7T 0 (x.) where the O ifs are as in
3=1 3 3 n 3
the preceeding paragraph and satisfy (2-F).
II M x >-$ n. 0 0  ^  = I IK_(X)~<I> (X) 12dVI 2 JE I . ni***nic „ 3
k
k k
| if Kt (x,)- v 4> (x.)|2dV
Ek 3=1 3
k
3=^ "3
11 3 3=1 n 3  ^ ' x
TT Kt (x.)*Kt (Xn )- TT 0 (X.)*$ (X-)|2dV
=2 Xi  ^ Ix 1 1=2 n, j 1 ,x
< 2 tt Kt (x .) | 2 | Kt (x. )-<!> (x.) | 2dx, dx ...dx,
z—o 1 a J 1 n^  1 i 2 k
Sk ^=2 J
k
+ 2  f  IC& (xn ) I 2 I TT K t  (x,)- it 4> (x. ) | 2dx. .. .dx,
J nl 1 3=2 3 3 3=2: 3 >3 ■ *
n (b.-aJillK^Cx^-^Cx^H2 +
and by repeating the above process k-1 times we get
H KI(X)-%...nk(X)H2 ^  2 J2 (V al> I' V * ! 5 '
+ 2\ %  (bl_al)* " 1 KI (xa ^ n , (xa)|a+*1-0 1 2 2
+ 2k'1 w | d> (x ) \\2 | Kr (x,)-4> (x ) P  and by
1=1 ni 1 2 k nk K 2
(2-F) we have then
I KI(X) " T + %  +“ *+ V
Hence the linear combinations of the k-dimensional 
Hermite functions are dense in ^(E^) since the step
functions (dense in L (E, )) are merely linear combi-2 K
nations of characteristic func-tions on intervals®
Let us now define^Q on L-jH L as in the other\
two proofs* Notice that
k _1_ ~ oo
l
j-1 -vx> ^
k
 r  ,
ASfr, « n (X))(Y) = tt yp“ V; (x,)elx3y0dx ' n-^»n2> • • *n^ . ^ J-00 *n. j
 n .
= tt (i)  ^ r (y4) from
j=l 0
a property of the single variable Hermite functions
k
Therefore
X ( { ^  _ „ (X)) (Y) .= (i)3=1 ^  _ (Y)
And since linear combinations of the fts are dense
in L and JL has a dense subset of L as a subset of its 
2 £ 0 2
range, we have by Theorems B and.C,^5^ has a unique
extension to a unitary operator with domain and range 
L2* Also, has a unitary inverse
Let £= £2,..., and B = (b^ ,t>2,... ,bk)
with L  < bj j  = l,2,...k. Now let A = {x| &j<x.j<b^}.
« q ( F ( X ) ) ( Y ) d V „  =  < $ f  v i f K .  ( X ) >  =  < f ,  i r _ 1 K . >
A y _ A
= [ f(X)(27r)”ik r e"i(X'Y)dV dV
a y x
i f(X)ei(X'Y)dV dV
a  x yA “k
by the Fubini Theorem since f 6* LnH: L . So
1 2
’ (2^)-ik [ f(X)e_(X*Y)d V d V  = [^r0(f(X))(Y)dV 
A . JEk x y ’ JA ' 7
and hence^QCf) =<-7(f) a.e. since A is any k-dimensional
box. So we have for all f 6 LnO L
l 2
^ ( f )  f) a.e.
Hence we have 
Corollary I: On LjH L2^5^Cf ) = /^ 7(f) a.e. where
is defined in the usual manner and ^  is its extension.
Corollary II: has a unitary inverse^1*
Proof: Every proof of Theorem 15 fulfills all
the hypothesis of Theorem C, hence we have its 
conclusion. --
Corollary III: If f,g e (®k)» then <Jf,3g> = <f,g>,
that is the Parseval relation holds.
Proof: ^  is a unitary linear operator.
Hence <y?(f+g)» <3(f+g)> = <f+g,f+g> and 
</?(f+g), p(f+g)> = <J?+?g,2?+Jg>
= + < ^ g , ^ g >
= <gr,;?f> + < $ f , ? g >  + < f l g , & f >  +  
+ < # g > / l g >
= <f,f>+ 2Re<<3f,<5fg> +<g,g>
and similarly <f+g,f+g> = <f,f> + 2ReKf*g> + <g*g> 
hence Re < ^ , ^ >  = Re <f,g>
and if we replace g by g in the above argument we get.
Im <2tf,pg> = Im <f,g>
hence <<3f,^g> = <f,g>
-1And since is a unitary operator we have the 
same relation holding for
Corollary IV: Let £ be a point'in E^ with £=
and let J £ = {y | 0 < y . < ; j = l,2,...k] and if f(X)
J J
S L (E, ), then2 K
f J-1(f (X)) (Y)dV = (27T)“t Cf f(X) TT (
Jg y Ek j=l
and f f(X))(Y)dV -= ( 2 i r ) ~ & [ f(X) v  0
■V y Ek J=1
Proof:
<f,p(Kj )> = (2tt)-ZkJ f(X) w l)dV
J«. E,_ 3-1- “ 3
Since ^ (Kj ) = (2v)~J^ <  rez
0 0
V (X*Y)dV
0
4, k .
= (2ir)~Zk  v  ( -— P— i-~l)
3=1 lx3
A similar argument will give the second expression 
stated in the conclusion.
CHAPTER III
POSITIVE DEFINITE AND 'AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS
A question which naturally follows from Theorem 9 
in Chapter I is what kind of bounded, continuous 
^functions have a positive transform? In this chapter 
we shall give two characterizations of these functions 
and show their equivalence.
Definition 5: f(X) is positive difinite if it is
1) Bounded and continuous,
2) Hermitian, that is f(X) = f(-X),
3) And if it satisfies the following decisive 
condition. For any points X^, X , •••, Xffi G E^,
m = (2, 3,...) and any numbers a-^ i a , •••, am ,
m m
3=1 n=l
Theorem 16: If f is a continuous, bounded
<sfunction with transform $(Y) > 0, then f(X) is
SJ
positive definite.
Proof: 1) By hypothesis f is bounded.and contin­
uous.
2) By Theorem 9 and the corollary, f 
equals the inverse transformation of 0 everywhere.
And since $(Y) > 0, <3>"(Y) = €>(Y), then
f(X) = (2Tr)“ k r e-1 X^ '^^(Y)dV = (2Tr)"k f e"i(X*Y)<RY7dV
k ^ \  J
= (2ir)-k f  e_i X^ ‘Y)<I>(Y)dV = f(-X)
Ek y
So f is Hermitian.
3) If X,,X , •. ♦ ,X are points in E, and J- 2 in k
al,a2' * * * ,ain are num'3ers where m •= (2,3,..*), then 
since 4>(Y) > 0,
Ek j=l
m
a
0
m m
i n
0 < ( 2 7 T ) - k f  I V . e"i(Y'Xo)|2<i>(Y)dV
*J n  L j  J  y
T? J
k 3=1 n=l
m m
= (2Tr)-k y V a .a f >>0 (Y)dV
2 n jf  ” w ' y
J=1 n=l
m m /
= £ 2^ ajan^^n~^3^ ky Theorem 9* Hence f is
3=1 n=l
i
positive definite.
Theorem 17: (Bochnerfs Theorem) If f(X) €■ ^(E^)
is positive definite, then f(X) has a positive trans­
form <E>f 0
Proof: Let F(X) be positive definite and L^> now
■using that special class of bounded, continuous
1
1 functions f * which we used in the first proof of the a , d
Plgncherel Theorem, we can form the function 
 F(£) = f f f(£-X-Y)g(X)iT-YldV dVv,
W  * y
=  f  f  f(6 *-X-Y)g(-X)g(-Y)dVdV 
E, E, x y
where g(X) is in the special class of L, functions.
Let )f(X)| i A and |g(X)| < B.
Let N and j be positive integers with N > 1. Also 
let be an emanation of the points in
^  n • n ^
with integer co-ordinates and xY = €■ [-N,N) = 'kr,
NJ w
X1 = (x1i,x2i,...,xk1). Let Vi3 = [xri,xti+ ^j)k and
Y1 = X1. Now we define
S.(X,Y) = £ ][ f (Xa-Y^)g(-Xa) g ( - Y^ )K y x y (X,Y) 
a p $3
clearly | S ^ | < AB2.
Now
L  L  sj(x’Y)dV*dVy = d s £  I > 0
k k a P
since f is positive definite.
Now let %(X,Y) = f(X-Y)g(-X)g(-Y)K~ x^(X,Y) =
lim S.(X,Y) so by dominated convergence 
;j-*oo J
f  f  H„(X,Y)dV = lim f  f  S,(X,Y)dV dV > 0 
Ek Ek Ek Ek
|Hj^| < A | g (-X) | | g(-Y) | hence integrable over EkxEk< 
So again applying dominated convergence
\‘" ' J  f(X-Y)g(-X)g(-Y)dV dV = lim f  f  H„(X,Y)dV dV > 0 
Ek Ek x y N-»ooJEk Ek 1 x y
that is jF(O) > 0. And from Theorem 11 in Chapter I used 
twice F ( 0  is continuous and ^(E^.). So if we now form 
the functions
<K(Y) = J ei(X’Y)f(X)dV
Ek
and (B) T(Y) = [ e1(X’Y)g(X)dV
4  \
then |r(Y)|20(Y) =
r ei(X*Y)g(X)dV J e1(y*U)i^uTdvJ e ^ Y-J >f(J)dV.
k Ek V  '
I  J  e1[Y*(X+U+J)]g(X)iT^uTf(J)dV dV dV 
Ek k k 3
and letting £= J+X+U,that is changing J to £ we get
1 r(Y) I 2<E>CY) = f el(Y‘£)F(€)dV£
Ek
and since T(Y) £ L^ (E^ -) ^bhen |r(Y) 12<E>(Y) is also in 
Li(Ek) by Property 1 used on F(Y) and 0(Y) [transforms - 
are bounded]. Hence by Theorem 8 and the corollary
F(fe) = (2 i r )“k f e-i(Y'e)|r(Y)|2$(Y)dVw 
Ek Y
and since F(0) > 0 we have
(C) (2ir)"k f |r(Y)|20 (Y)dV > 0.\  y
60
Since f is positive definite $(Y) is real,
(Y) =J ei(x*Y)f(x)dVx = j ei(x *y )f^ixydvx = ■
ei(X*Y)f(X)dV„ = $TT).
Ek
Now let us assume that for some Y 0 E^OCY) < 0y: since 
0(Y) is continuous there exists an interval A with 
measure > 0 for all Y 0 A. And by the choice of the 
g 1s we can pick T(Y) to be a continuous bounded 
function not zero on A, but vanishing on E^-A. This 
implies
(2n)~k f |r(Y)|2<l>(Y)dV < M(2Tr)- k f  $(Y)dV < 0 but
JEk y JA y
this contradicts (C) which follows from the fact that 
f is positive definite. Hence O(Y) > 0 and therefore 
by Theorem 9  O(Y) £
Definition 6: The autocorrelation of a function
g(X) G L (E ) is defined to be the function
2 xC
a(Y) = gTxTg(X+Y)dVY. 
k
Notice that a(Y) is defined for all Y 6 and by
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, bounded, and continuous 
’a(Eksince g 0 (E^)* a(Y) is also Hermitian since
=  f  iTxTg(X-Y)dV = f  g(X)g(X-Y)dV 
E,_ x
and letting X-Y = X we get
\
\
^—
g(X+Y)g(X)dV = a(Y).
Ek
Theorem 18: If f (XT'G is bounded, continuous
and has transform > 0, then f is an autocorrelation
of some g L .
2
Proof: By Theorem 9 since 0^ > 0 and f is bounded 
we have €■ L-,. Hence $(Y) = ^TTyJ 6 L . By definingX X  x 2
0 (Y) in this way clearly 0(Y) is real and even.
k t I
Now let g(T) = (2tt)' T x (§(Y))(T) wher^£~ is
the L inverse transform. And from our 11 theory we 
' ■ 2 2
have
J “(g(T+X))(£) = e"i(e’X ^7(g(T))(e)
hence by the Parseval relation for L functions2 '
gTfTg(T+X)dV. = (2tt) 2(2tt) ?f OTeTo(£)e"i(e’X)dV
E,k __   k
= (27r)"k r <D/£)e“i(6>X) = f(X)
k
everywhere by Theorem 9. Hence f(X) is the autocorre­
lation of g(T)' which by the Plancherel Theorem is in L •
2
Theorem 19: If f.(X) €■ B^ CE^ .) is the autocorre­
lation of some g(T) €• L (E, ), then f (X) has a non-2 K.
negative transform and 6 I^CE^).
Proof: If g(T) 6 L (E, ) is such that
i 2 K
62
(T+X)ilTTdV. = f 0 (Y)<FTyT 
z JEk g g
where 0 is the L transform of g and hence 0 0 L •g 2 g 2
(3.A) followed from the Parseval relation for L
2
functions# Hence
4
that is |4> (Y)|2 = 2tt $f(Y) a.e. and I# (Y)|2 > 0 by
g -*• 6
definition and since <3>f(Y) is continuous O^(Y) > 0 for
"all (Y) 0 E^. Then by Theorem 9 $f!(Y) 0  I^CE^ .).
* ! /
Hence by Theorems 16, 17, 18, and 19 we can say
/
these concepts are equivalent:'
i) f 6 L  is bounded and continuous# with > 0.
^ ' 1 1 j
ii) f 0 is positive definite.
iii) f 0 Ln is an autocorrelation of some .L function#1 2
hence by Theorem 9
E.
k
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